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The phenomenon of on-off luminescence intermittency—blinking—in silicon nanocrystals was studied us-
ing a single-dot microphotoluminescence technique. From recordings of the luminescence intensity trace, on-
and off-time distributions were extracted revealing exponential behavior, as expected for systems with blinking
of a purely random nature. The corresponding switching rates for on-off and off-on processes exhibit different
dependence on the excitation intensity. While the on-off switching rate grows quadratically with the excitation,
the inverse process is nearly pumping power independent. Experimental findings are interpreted in terms of a
dot “charging” model, where a carrier may become trapped in the surrounding matrix due to thermal and
Auger-assisted processes. Observed blinking kinetics appear to be different from that of porous silicon
particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals are
largely dependent on surface properties as well as on the
surrounding matrix. One example is exciton scattering with
interface states, which may impose limitations on coherence
times in quantum dotssQDsd, leading to the experimental
observations of relatively broad homogeneous linewidths
even at cryogenic temperatures.1 Another manifestation of
the influence of environment on real QDs is the phenomenon
of luminescence on-off blinking. Such sudden interruptions
of light emission from a QD have attracted much attention
recently due to their complex physics and importance in
nanocrystal applications. Indeed, the blinking lowers the ef-
fective quantum efficiency for a QD and thereby degrades
the performance of any device built on ensembles of QDs.
One of the generally accepted concepts for on-off blinking
explains this effect in terms of carrier trapping in the matrix
surrounding the QD, which in turn promotes Auger-assisted
quenching of the luminescence; when the carrier returns
back, the luminescence is restored.2 It has also been shown
that blinking may exhibit unique kinetics for different QDs
in various matrices.3,4

Despite the long lifetime of excitons in silicon nanocrys-
tals susually in the range 10–100µs, i.e., 4–5 orders of mag-
nitude larger than in some direct bandgap QDsd, interest in
them is promoted by the well-developed VLSI technology. In
most cases silicon nanocrystals are produced as embedded in
a SiO2 matrix se.g., by ion beam implantation of Si ions into
silica and subsequent annealingd.5 In this case the interaction
with an ambient medium also plays an important role in the
optical behavior of QDs. The passivation of interface states
with hydrogen in such silicon nanocrystals proved to have
significant impact on their luminescent properties.6,7 Also
“pinning” of quantum confined states was shown for small
nanocrystals by considering a SivO bond related defect
state in the bandgap.8 However, no study on blinking in Si

QDs has been performed so far largely due to the extreme
experimental complexity of such single-dot experiments. Al-
though this effect was recently investigated for porous Si
particles,9 there are some substantial differences between
these two low-dimensional entities as we show in a separate
study.10 Briefly, unlike true nanocrystals,11 porous Si par-
ticles do not possess sharp emission lines at low temperature
and their blinking statistics reveal more than two states, sug-
gesting the existence of several luminescence chromophores
within a single particle. Thus, it seems difficult to produce a
single QD from porous Si particles, which still remain a
complex network of nanocrystals,13 despite many filtering
and thinning out procedures.

Previously we showed that the procedure of nanocrystal
formation by electron beam lithography, plasma etching, and
subsequent size reduction by a careful oxidation scheme may
result in well-resolved arrays of single Si nanocrystals.11,14

Characteristic sharp linewidths at low temperatures, exciton-
phonon interactions, dot-to-dot variations in the emission
pattern were reported. In addition, a bandgap narrowing with
increasing temperature, similar to that of bulk Si, was ob-
served for such QDs.15Altogether, these findings are strongly
indicating that the luminescence originates from single QDs.

Here we report results of blinking studies for a Si QD
under different excitation conditions. The observed strong
dependence of the on-off switching rate on excitation inten-
sity suggests Auger-assisted ionization of a QD at higher
excitation regimes. The exponential nature of blinking kinet-
ics reported here differs from the power-law dependence ob-
served for porous Si particles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples in the form of pillar arrays were fabricated using
electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching followed
by oxidation to form nanocrystals at the pillar tops.11,14
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N-type Si wafers with a 25 nm thermal oxide were used as
substrates and holes with a diameter of,100 nm were de-
fined by an electron beam in a positive type of resist. This
was followed by lift off of NiCr and reactive ion etching to
produce ,200 nm tall Si pillars. Thermal oxidation at
900 °C induced a shrinking of the Si cores of the pillars,
leading to the formation of a silicon nanocrystal at the top of
pillars as a result of the self-limiting oxidation, known to
occur for a small radius of curvature. Low-temperature PL
studies revealed different emission photon energies in the
range from 1.5 to 2.0 eV for such prepared nanocrystals.11

According to the quantum-confinement theory and size-
separation experiments this range corresponds to Si nano-
crystals, embedded into a SiO2 matrix, with sizes from 3 to 6
nm in diameter.12 Variations in the emission pattern observed
by spectroscopy characterization were ascribed to variations
in dots size, geometry, and strain.

Room temperature PL was excited by the UV lines325
nmd of a cw He-Cd laser with variable pumping intensity.
The light emitted from a sample was collected by a high-
magnification objective with a large numerical aperture
sNA=0.7d. An imaging spectrometer coupled to a liquid ni-
trogen cooled charge coupled devicesCCDd camera was em-
ployed to detect the luminescence. A PL image of pillar ar-
rays is shown in Fig. 1sad. Although most luminescent dots
were characterized by on-off blinking with dominant off
state, we selected a dot with comparable average on and off
time. This choice makes more convenient the tracking of
changes in on and off times under variable excitation. The
selected dot is indicated by a circle in Fig. 1sad.

III. RESULTS

A typical luminescence intensity trace from a Si QD is
shown in Fig. 1scd. The most straightforward way of blinking

data processing is based on a pre-estimated threshold value,
separating on and off states.16 In order to corroborate the fact
that intensity intermittence takes place between only two
statesson and offd we calculated the frequency with which
certain intensity values occur in the trace. Ideally, such sta-
tistical breakdown of the intensity time dependence would
yield two d functions, corresponding to each state. In prac-
tice, the chosen time resolution and the CCD read-out noise
transformd functions into Gaussian-shaped curves, as seen
in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd snaturally, intermediate intensity values
appear when switching occurs during an integration time in-
tervald. It is important to note that such statistical analysis
can reveal the presence of two discrete states only if time
resolution has been chosen correctly. If the chosen interval
value was too long then intermediate states would enter and
a statistical breakdown of the trace would not reveal any
distinct on and off states at allfFig. 2scdg. On the other hand,
the integration interval cannot be set too small due to signal-
to-noise considerations. Therefore for each excitation regime
the actual time resolution was chosen individually.

After a trace with a proper time resolution was recorded,
a threshold value, separating on and off states, can be estab-
lished fFigs. 2sad and 2sbdg. Finally, statistics of the plateau
duration for on and off states can be calculated, assuming
that all data points below the threshold correspond to the off

FIG. 1. sad PL image of an array of silicon quantum dots. The
dot which is analyzed in the present work is highlighted,sbd Room-
temperature PL spectra of the QDspeak energy,1.7 eV corre-
sponds to a,3–4 nm diameter Si QDd, scd A fraction of the lumi-
nescence intensity trace for the same dot with 15 seconds
integration time per interval.

FIG. 2. Statistics of the intensity trace under various experimen-
tal conditions.sad, sbd Luminescence intermittence between two
statesson and offd is clearly visible for the same QD under different
pumping regimes. Peaks are broadened due to the noise contribu-
tion. scd Long acquisition time per intervals40 sd smears off the
two-level structure of the trace. Compare tosad where a shorter time
interval s15 sd was chosen under the same experimental conditions.
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state, while the rest to the on state. In Fig. 3sad calculated
distributions are shown, where the fitting is based on a ran-
dom switching model

pon,offstd , expS−
t

ton,off
D , s1d

whereton andtoff are average durations of on and off states
correspondingly. It should be noted that observed blinking
kinetics clearly differ from the power-law distribution found
for porous Si particles.9 The two possible distributions cor-
respond to specific physical processes: an exponential distri-
bution manifests a purely random process of switching be-
tween two states, while a power-law dependence is more
deterministic, i.e., random with some inherent restrictions.

An alternative method for characterizing a random two-
state process is based on a second order normalized autocor-
relation functiongs2dstd:

gs2dstd =
kIstdl · kIst + tdl

kIstdl2 . s2d

In Ref. 16 this function was derived for the case of nonex-
ponential on- and off-time distributions. Here, we follow the
authors closely to obtain an analytical expression for this

function in the case of single-exponential distributions of
plateau durations for both on and off states, as observed in
the present experimentfFig. 3sadg. Using Laplace transforms
of the normalized on- and off-time distributions one obtains

g̃s2dssd =
sstoff + 1dston + toffd
ssstontoff + ton + toffd

, s3d

the inverse Laplace transform of which yields

gs2dstd = 1 +
toff

ton
expF− S 1

ton
+

1

toff
DtG . s4d

In Fig. 3sbd autocorrelation function data points, calcu-
lated directly from the trace using expressions2d, are shown.
We fit these data with a function in the form of Eq.s4d with
ton and toff as fitting parametersssolid lined. It is seen that
the values for average times in on and off states obtained by
this method are similar to those calculated by the previously
discussed threshold approachfsee Fig. 3sadg.

In order to track changes in the blinking process with
increasing excitation it is more convenient to use the switch-
ing rate for on-off and off-on events rather than the average
time in a certain state. Using single-exponential distributions
one can define switching rates as

f10,01;
o
n=1

`

exps− n/ton,offd

o
n=1

`

exps− n/ton,offdn

1

Dt
< F1 − expS−

1

ton,off
DG 1

Dt
,

s5d

where f10,01 is the switching rate for on-off and off-on pro-
cesses correspondinglysHzd, ton,off is the average time in on
and off statessnumber of intervalsd, andDt is the observation
interval lengthssecd. The numerator in this formula stands
for the total number of switching events, while the denomi-
nator accounts for the overall number of time intervals spent
in the corresponding state. At the limit of long average times
the switching rate becomes simply the inverse of the corre-
sponding average time:f10,01<1/ston,off Dtd. The latter value
was used in Ref. 4 and referred to as a “characteristic switch-
ing rate.”

Switching rates, calculated from Eq.s5d for recorded lu-
minescence intensity traces, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function
of excitation power density. Corresponding average times in
on and off states at various excitation regimes were found
from the threshold approach analysis of the experimental
data.

IV. DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the switching rate for the
on-off process is clearly dependent on the excitation inten-
sity, while the inverse process shows rather weak depen-
dence. In order to explain these observations we employ a
model for blinking developed by Efros and Rosen.2 Accord-
ing to this concept, after an exciton was created in a quantum
dot the escape of one of the carriers to a trap site outside the

FIG. 3. The analysis of blinking data for excitation intensity
,0.38 W/cm2 and the integration interval 15 s.sad On sdark
squaresd and off sopen circlesd time distributions. Exponential de-
pendence is seen. Characteristic times obtained from line slopes are
given.sbd Data points are the values of the autocorrelation function
calculated by Eq.s2d directly from the intensity trace. Solid line is
a fit to the data points based on the expressions4d for the autocor-
relation function in the case of a purely random on-off switching.
Time constants obtained by this model are shown.
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nanocrystal makes it optically dark due to the quenching of
the luminescence in the now charged quantum dot. The re-
turn of the carrier restores initial conditions. The carrier is
presumably an electron rather than a hole due to the smaller
effective mass of the electron. The relatively long average
times in on and off states, observed in the present experi-
ment, suggest that the traps are located in the surrounding
matrix rather than on the interface.17

In general, the transfer of a carrier from a nanocrystal to a
trap state can be thermally induced, Auger-assisted or occur
as a result of a direct photon impact. By the latter here we
mean the process of a complete energy transfer from an in-
cident photon to a previously excited electron in the conduc-
tion band of a nanocrystal. In addition, for trap sites with an
appropriate energy position a tunneling can take place, which
depends on the barrier height and remoteness of the trap
from the nanocrystal only. For the present experiment we
rule out the possibility of direct photon impact because of
relatively low excitation intensities used.2 Pure tunneling
should not depend on the pumping power. Unless there is a
local heating of the nanocrystal induced by the incident laser
beam, the contribution from temperature-induced ionization
should also be excitation intensity independent. Thus, the
most probable physical process responsible for the observed
on-off switching rate dependence is Auger ionization. Since
the probability of finding two excitons in the same quantum
dot grows quadratically with increasing excitation, we fitted
the data for on-off switching rate in Fig. 4 with a second
order polynomial function. The fitting reproduces the main
trend correctly, assuming the existence of an excitation in-
tensity independent pedestal, which originates from one of
the pumping-independent processes mentioned above. The
lack of strong dependence found for the inverse process
seems quite natural since Auger-induced transfer of energy is
highly unlikely for a carrier localized somewhere outside the
nanocrystal. However, the probability of this process may be
different from zero and, generally, it could be responsible for
the observed slight increase of the off-on switching rate with
excitation intensity. Another possible reason is local heating
at higher pumping regimes, which promotes temperature-

induced return of the carrier back to the nanocrystal. Al-
though no change in sample temperature was detected under
the laser irradiation, the fact that a NC is embedded into the
material with very low thermal conductivity makes possible
local heating of the QD with increasing pumping. Both on-
off and off-on switching rates would be affected similarly by
applying higher excitation in such a case. Thus, the observed
slight increase of the switching rate for the off-on process
might be also inherent to the on-off transition. Here this
trend is, probably, screened by a more dramatic Auger-
induced growth of the on-off switching rate.

In Fig. 4 we also plotted measured luminescence intensity
in the on state as a function of excitation. Note that the
deviation from the linear regime occurs at similar power den-
sities as the on-off switching rate starts growing. The lumi-
nescence intensity bends towards saturation when it becomes
exciton lifetime limited rather than pumping power limited.
At this excitation regime more than one exciton can be found
occasionally in a QD at a time. Thus, this fact supports the
probable involvement of the Auger process in the ejection of
a carrier from a nanocrystal. The presence of two excitons
would normally be detected as a second “biexciton” line
shifted from the normal PL line by a few meV. We were
searching for this line at low-temperature measurements but
did not observe it.11 Therefore we conclude that the Auger
process is of high probability when more than one exciton is
present in a Si QD.

From the intensity data in the on state, well-below satu-
ration, we estimated the quantum efficiency in the on state
for such a quantum dot. The estimations yield the value
,15%, similar to values reported previously for these
nanocrystals.14 It is seen in Fig. 4 that the on-off switching
rate grows faster than the luminescence intensity in the on
state, which rather tends to saturation with increasing exci-
tation. These trends together lead to less light output from a
QD when stronger pumping is applied.

We suppose that the role of the Auger process can be
generalized to all Si quantum dots embedded in a SiO2 ma-
trix. However, the characteristic times of blinking are indi-
vidual for different nanocrystals. Moreover, the effect of
changing temperature alters blinking parameters drastically
for various dots. Some dots spend considerably longer time
in the on state at certain temperature intervals, while others
become almost dark. We ascribe these variations to the
unique trap configurations for the surroundings of each dot.
Although inherent defect states in bulk silica have been
widely investigatedse.g., in Ref. 18d, the stress from oxida-
tion and strong curvature at the interface, common for Si
nanocrystals in a SiO2 matrix, may lead to various scenarios
of trap site formation for different dots.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the process of blinking for single
silicon quantum dots embedded in a SiO2 matrix. Observed
exponential blinking kinetics differ substantially from the
power-law distribution of on- and off-times measured for
porous silicon particles. The switching rate for the on-off
process exhibits strong dependence on the excitation inten-

FIG. 4. Switching rates for the QD under different excitation
regimes. The data for the on-off switching rate are fitted with a
square dependence on excitation intensity, as discussed in the text.
The luminescence intensity in the on-state is also shown as a func-
tion of excitation. A deviation from the linear regime is visible at
higher excitation values. The dotted line is merely a guide for an
eye.
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sity, and was ascribed to Auger-assisted ionization of a QD.
The inverse, off-on process, was found to be comparatively
excitation intensity independent. It appears that silicon diox-
ide as an ambient medium for silicon nanocrystals provides a
variety of trap sites capable of capturing a charge from a QD.
The individuality of trap geometry, in turn, leads to an indi-
viduality of blinking characteristic times for different single
quantum dots.
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